POST SURGERY AFTERCARE

The postsurgical aftercare varies a lot on the surgery you have had.
Therefore, for the fastest recovery and best results, it’s essential for you
to take special care of your body in the first days and weeks after your
surgery.
You will be supplied with informative instructions and a comprehensive
packet of post-operative utilities depending on the surgery you had.
Be sure to follow these instructions to ensure a healthy recovery and
eliminate potential risks.
In some surgeries such as liposuction, BBL and abdominoplasty, aftercare
might have a more prominent position as it is strongly recommended to
get some special (manual lymphatic drainage) massages as the prime
choice.
We provide all aftercare to the patients from all over the UK and
Ireland.
This includes, Lymphatic Manual Drainage Massages, Wound Care
management, Seroma Aspirations, Drain Removals and a full health check.
We also offer IV Drip therapy for added immunity for patients who have
returned from surgery.
Adequate hydration (drinking plenty of water) and a healthy diet as well
as avoiding all forms of smoking a few days after your surgery is
essential for a good post surgical aftercare.

Lymphatic drainage massages

Post Liposuction lymphatic drainage massages are specialised massages to
help rid the body of excess inflammatory fluid. In some circumstances
also residual fat left from the Liposuction.
This kind of massage is different to standard MLD massages so it is vital
that the therapist you choose is experienced in post liposuction massages
specifically.
At Medicci Aesthetics, our massages are specifically tailored for cosmetic
surgery procedures and we have a 100% satisfaction rate. We are proud to
boast that all our clients heal really well post surgery with amazing
results. Their recovery period is shortened and are able to return back to
normal daily activities sooner than most clients. We are also proud to
offer these services in Istanbul, Turkey also to allow patients some relief
and comfort prior to flying home from their surgical procedure.
Some doctors/surgeons do not recommend massages for tummy tuck
whilst we adopt our own approach following our surgeon’s
recommendations, if you have had your surgery via a different company,
please ask for their advice prior to booking.
For surgeries, such as Rhinoplasty, maintaining good wound care is vital
and ensuring that you avoid heavy lifting and excess pressure in the area.
Also, try not to catch a cold during this time, as sneezing and a runny
nose can make your recovery uncomfortable.

Post Surgical Garments & Accessories
The choice of garments and accessories are so varied in the surgical
community and this makes choosing the right one, the most difficult and
confusing of tasks.
As a general guide, we recommend these items as a REQUIRED purchase for
your recovery.

1- Abdominal board ( we recommend Surgeon-made Abdominal boards
available from Contour Faja website, Tribujo majestic abdominal
boards or Embody abdominal board).
** Please note, you can buy these from Medicci Aesthetics, at our
Istanbul, Turkey clinic also**
2- Waist trainer (Dr Roya recommends SIHOHAN Waist Trainer Belt Back
Brace Cincher Trimmer Sports Slimming Body Shaper Band with Dual
Adjustable Belly for Fitness Workout, Unisex available to
purchase)from Amazon
** Please note, you can buy these from Medicci Aesthetics, at our
Istanbul, Turkey clinic also**
3- Lipo Foams- these can provide great comfort to your waist and
abdomen however please be advised that when used too soon
post-surgery and too long, it may cause burns on the skin so please
follow your surgeons recommended advice on the use of these.
Most surgeons usually provide these but you can purchase online
also from the Recova website.

4- She-WEE – These are a god-send and one must give a nobel prize to
whomever created these. It looks like a little cup with a nozzle and
is great for being able to pass urine post-surgery particularly when
you are required to wear a compression garment all day and night.
It allows for you to pass urine without getting your garment wet.
After your recovery period, they serve well when using public
toilets also!
5- Compression socks- These are provided by the hospital usually but
you may want to buy your own to use in between washes.

6- Having a small set of scissors , some sterile gauze, incontinence bed
sheets and wound plasters will go a long way, whilst the hospitals
will provide you with these, it is good to have a few spares.
7- Comfortable clothing and shoes- whilst you will be eager to
flaunt your new sexy curves, please be advised that the first 6-8
weeks is not the time to try fitting yourselves in tight,
uncomfortable clothing. Not only will it not feel great, it will
jeopardise your results.
8- For added comfort, a pregnancy pillow or any other kind of
supportive pillow or Mattress such as a triangle pillow( for breast
aug/rhinoplasty clients) or avocado lilo will go a long way to
make the recovery more pleasant and allow you some sleep during
your recovery period.
The list of supplies can be never ending however the above are the
absolute essentials for most liposuction/BBL and Abdominoplasty
procedures.
For Breast augmentation and Rhinoplasty, we would recommend a
triangle/pyramid pillow to keep your head and chest elevated.
We also recommend checking out Macom or Recova for their wide range
of surgical bras. They’re so comfortable!!
Of course, the above is not a complete guide, but it is the essentials and the
need to know about post-surgery accessories and supplies.

We are here for you should you have more questions and queries so please
do not hesitate to contact us.
surgery@medicciaesthetics.co.uk
info@medicciaesthetics.co.uk
Tel: +44(0)2076611900 ( general enquiries)
Emergency contacts:
Dr Roya-: +44(0)7795558611 , +90 538 237 64 72
if you were unable to get through via the 2 methods above;
please contact :
suna: +447595701346 , +90 530 771 06 89
Tuba- +447855949740
We wish you a speedy recovery.

